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Logging the details

Drink Water

As you become comfortable with the program, you may have stopped completing your Steps to Success

Log. Do not stop writing things down puts your day in perspective and is the best tool you have to

understanding your habits and challenges. 

 

Did your eating schedule change? 

Are you eating different products or vegetables than when you were losing at your best average? 

Are there too many select veggies sneaking in? 

Are you not eating enough food daily? 

Are you accidentally eating too many select vs. essential products? 

When you took “two small bites” of that chocolate cake or put sugary barbecue sauce on your chicken,

did you write it down? 

 

All the little things add up, and your coach can only help you if you take the time to complete the steps

needed for your success.

Ensure you are getting enough water in. Because this is a low carb diet, it is imperative we get in plenty

of water to keep our kidneys filtering properly. This will also aid in your weight loss. Aim for 68 oz.

minimum of water daily. Talk to your coach about adding an electrolyte packet to your water to increase

your hydration levels. Avoid all diet soda and beverages sweetened with aspartame. Drink equal amounts

of extra water for every coffee/caffeinated tea. Remember that carbonated waters do not count

towards your daily water intake, nor does the water you mix in with your products.

Measure & Mix Up Your Vegetables

“Eyeballing” your vegetables may work for some, but most often we short ourselves. You may not be

getting enough vegetables or the variety needed to fuel your body and this will slow you down.

 

Here is a tip: Many individuals see more weight loss when they measure their vegetables and eat a variety

throughout the week. 

Back to the Basics
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Measure Your Whole Protein

Eliminate Select Products

Get out that scale and make sure you are consuming enough whole protein. Remember, under or over eating

protein can also hinder your results as this disrupts the ratio of macronutrients.

If you want a complete refresh to try and boost that weekly average, try avoiding eating any select products

for one or two weeks. 

Do Not Skip Moxifit Products

Skipping Moxifit products will mean you are not getting in enough high-quality, easily digestible protein. When

our bodies do not receive enough daily nutrients it can cause the body to plateau or slow down weight loss.

Our organs and muscles need nutrients daily to effectively run & operate.

Ensure You Are Eating on Schedule

How long are you going between meals? Causing you to get hangry? If you have a large gap between

breakfast and lunch, consider having a hard-boiled egg with some water and carry cut up vegetables with

you at all times. If you have a long time between lunch and dinner, maybe have a salad with one cup

of vegetables, olive oil dressing, and have your Moxifit product as a snack. Every body is different and you

may need to experiment with how you deal with hunger to find which eating schedule works best to

maximize your results. 

 

Avoid eating a complete meal two hours before bedtime. However, if you must eat dinner late, make it

lighter, perhaps making your breakfast or lunch larger. This may help speed up your weight loss. A light

dinner is easier on your digestion thus giving you better metabolism while sleeping.


